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$1. INTRODUCTION 
In [7], Raghunathan proved a vanishing theorem for H’(r, V,) when I is a uniform 
(cocompact) discrete subgroup of a semi-simple Lie group G and V,, is an irreducible real 
representation of G. In the case G is simple, Raghunathan’s theorem implies H’ (I, I’,,) = 0 
unless G is locally isomorphic to SO@, 1) and V, = sj V where V is the standard 
representation of SO (n, 1) and .@‘j Vdenotes the harmonic (annihilated by the wave operator 
A - 8 /at2) polynomials on Vof degreej or G is locally isomorphic to S U (n, 1) and V, = Sj I’, 
the symmetric power of the standard representation V or its dual. Here j is a non-negative 
integer, possibly zero. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove a complement o Raghunathan’s theorem in the case 
G = SO (n, 1). Before stating our theorem we establish some notation and terminology. By a 
two sided hypersurface we mean a hypersurface with trivial normal bundle. Any orientable 
hypersurface of an orientable manifold is two-sided. D will denote the symmetric space 
attached to G, however, the symbol H” will be used to denote hyperbolic n-space. If ,VO is a 
representation of G and I is a uniform, discrete, torsion free subgroup of G then I’, will 
denote the corresponding flat bundle (local system) over the locally-symmetric space 
M = r\D. Since M is a space of type K(r, 1) we have 
H* (r, Vo) = H* (M, V(J 
We may now state our complement o Raghunathan’s theorem. (Note that we do not assume 
that M is orientable). 
THEOREM. Suppose M is a compact hyperbolic n-manifold admitting a two-sided, non- 
singular, totally geodesic hypersurface N. Then we have: 
H1(M,&V) # 0 for j = 1,2, . . . . 
Remarks. It is easy to give examples for every n of hyperbolic n-manifolds admitting such 
totally geodesic hypersurfaces, see Millson [S]. 
It is not necessarily true that H’ (M, R) # 0 because the hypersurface N might separate M 
into two parts. We find it surprising that it is easier to prove non-vanishing for non-trivial 
coefficients than for trivial coefficients. The corresponding non-vanishing theorem for trivial 
coefficients is in Millson [S]. 
In the case n = 2, non-vanishing also follows from the fact that x(M,.%” V) 
= dim(Xj V)x (M, R). In the orientable case, it also follows from the Shimura Isomorphism 
Theorem, which shows there is an injection from Ho (M, Kj) into H’ (M, @-’ V) @C), 
together with the Riemann-Roth Theorem which shows that H”(M, Kj) # O-here K 
denotes the canonical bundle of M. 
The cohomology groups H’ (M, P) and H’ (M,&2 V) are the spaces of infinitesimal 
deformations for marked conformal structures and marked projective structures on M, see 
Johnson-Millson [3]. We know of no interpretation for the groups H’ (M,.%‘j V) for j 2 3. 
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There are a considerable number of previous results concerning non-vanishing of 
H’ (r, V,) or H’ (M, rob). In Millson [6], examples are given of non-uniform lattice subgroups 
r in SO@, 1) so that H’ (T,&?’ V) # 0 forj 2 0. Also examples are given of uniform r so that 
Hi (T,JEpj VOX’ Y”) # 0 forj 2 0. Here the matrix entries of r (considered as embedded in 
SO@, 1)) all lie in a real quadratic number field, B is the non-trivial element of the Galois 
group of that field and .?F” V” is obtained by following the representation on %‘j V 
by the automorphism of SL, + i (C) induced by the action of g on the matrix elements. In 
Borel-Wallach [l], uniform lattices r in SU (n, 1) are given such that 
H’ (r, Sj V) # 0. Finally in Lafontaine [4], it is announced that uniform lattices r in 
SO (n, 1) exist so that H’ (l?, V) # 0. 
This paper is an off-shoot of Johnson-Millson 131. The idea of using the graph associated 
to a collection of hypersurfaces was used in that paper following a suggestion by John 
Morgan. We also thank Bill Goldman for a helpful conversation. It seems appropriate to take 
this opportunity to thank M. S. Raghunathan for help and advice on past occasions. 
THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let A4 be a connected n-dimensional manifold and A? the universal cover of M. In the next 
lemma r denotes the group of covering transformations of the covering z: fi + M. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose M,, Ml, . . . , M, are disjoint, non-singular, two-sided, connected 
hypersurjces in M.l%en there exists an oriented tree X such that r acts on X without inversions 
and such that Y = X/T has r edges. 
ProoJ: We define the oriented graph Z associated to any collection of disjoint, two-sided, 
connected hypersurfaces {Mi}is, in a manifold M. The vertices of Z are the components 
{Sj)je, of M - U Mi and the set of edges is the set { Mi}rc,. We choose a tubular 
iEI 
neighbourhood around each Mi with boundary MT u M; (after orienting the normal 
bundle we can choose a positive and negative side for the boundary of the tubular 
neighbourhood). Then, the origin o(Mi) of the edge Mi is the component Sn containing M; 
and the terminus t(Mi) of Mi is the component Sj containing MT (it is possible that j and k ’ 
coincide). We observe that if M is the disjoint union of two submanifolds M’ and M” then the 
graph Z is the disjoint union of two subgraphs (possibly empty) Z’ and Z”. 
Now, given M as in the statement of the lemma, we have the graph Z attached to the 
collection { Mi}l= 1. We also have the collection of hypersurfaces in fi formed from the 
connected components Mh of inverse images of the Mi under the covering rr: fi + M. The set 
{ M’,J separates fi into regions Sb. We let Z denote the corresponding graph. 
We claim 2 is a tree. Z is connected, for if Sk and Sk are components we may connect them 
by a path in M crossing a finite number of hypersurfaces. This gives an edge path between the 
vertices Sb and Sh in Z. To show Z is a tree it is now sufficient o show that the removal of any 
non-extreme dge from 2 disconnects 2. But the graph obtained upon removing such an edge 
Ma is the grtph associated to the collection of hypersurfaces {Mb: fi # u} in the manifold @ 
- Mh. But M - Mh has two components (since any hypersurface in G must separate A?) each 
of which contains hypersurfaces from the collection {Mb: ,!I # a}. Hence, the new graph is the 
union of two disjoint proper subgraphs by the observation from the first paragraph. With this 
the claim is established. 
Since the collection { Mh} is r-invariant, we see that r acts on the tree 2. Since the Mls are 
two-sided, y E r maps the positive and the negative sides of Mh to the corresponding sides of 
yM:. Hence r acts on Z without inversions. We take X = 2. 
We claim that Z is the quotient of Z under the action of r. There is a map p: 2 + Z given 
by sending the vertex Sb in Z to the vertex rr(S;) in Z and the edge Mh in Z to the edge z (ML) in 
Z. Clearly p is incidence preserving, bijective on r-orbits and factors through Z/T’. If we take 
Y = Z, the lemma is proved. 
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We now return to the case I = 1 and the hypersurface N in the hyperbolic manifold M as 
in the statement of the theorem. Since I- acts on the tree X we have a long exact sequence of 
cohomology relating the cohomology of I with values in.@’ V with that of the stabilizers of 
the vertices and edges of X- see Serre [8], Proposition 13. 
In case N separates M into two pieces S, and Sz, the part of the sequence (it is the 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence) that concerns us goes as follows: 
H”(S,,~‘V)OHo(SZr~jV)-,Ho(N,~jV)~ H’(M,J%“V) 
We may assume that Si and S2 are hyperbolic manifolds with totally geodesic boundary- 
since only the homotopy types of S1 and S2 matter here. 
In case N does not separate M, so A4 -N = S has the homotopy type of a connected 
hyperbolic manifold with totally geodesic boundary, the part of the sequence that interests us 
is: 
Thus, to prove the theorem it is sufficient to prove that if j 2 1 then H’(S,,$jV), 
H”(S2,$j V) and H’(S,$‘V) are zero and H’(N,.$‘j V) is non-zero. This is of course 
equivalent o the non-existence of invariants in %‘j V for zt (S,), 7, (St) and A, (S) and the 
existence of invariants for rrl (N). In what follows let p denote the action of x1 (M) on V. The 
theorem then follows from the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. Ifs is a compact hyperbolic n-manifold with totally geodesic boundary then the 
Zarisiii closure ofp(nI (S)) contains SO(n, 1). 
Proo$ We first prove that p(a,(S)) has no invariant line in V. Let N be a boundary 
component of S. Then p(rrr (N)) has a unique invariant line L. Since x1 (N) c q1 (S) we see 
that if p(n, (S)) has an invariant line then it must be L. Suppose this to be the case. Then 
p (nl (S)) is contained in the subgroup H ofS0 (a, 1) which leaves L invariant. Since p(xr (S)) is 
discrete in SO (n, l), it is discrete in H. Since p (nr (N)) is uniform in H so is p (nr (S)). Hence, N’ 
= p (rtr (S))\ H/KH is a compact hyperbolic (n - 1) manifold (here KH denotes the maximal 
compact subgroup of H). The manifold N is a compact manifold covering N’ with 
[x1 (S): rrl (N)] sheets. Hence, if we can prove [rrr (S): rrl (N)] = 00 we are done. 
To establish this, assume that rrr (N) has finite index in rrl (S). The universal cover fi of N 
embeds into the universal cover s’ of S. Now divide out 3 by p (nr (N)). We get a covers’ of S so 
that the image of n, (S’) in x, (S) is precisely rrl (N); hence, a finite cover. By construction 
N c s’ and the inclusion rrl (N) + n, (s’) is an isomorphism. We rename s’ by S. We now 
claim that N is the only boundary component of S. Indeed, suppose N” were another. Choose 
a closed geodesic a” in N”. Because n, (N) maps onto rrl (S), a” is freely homotopic to a class in 
rrl (N); hence a” is freely homotopic to a closed geodesic /I in N. Since N n N” = 4, theclosed 
geodesics a” and /I are different. But this leads to a contradiction because two different closed 
geodesics in a hyperbolic manifold are never freely homotopic. 
Now we have N = dS and the inclusion of n, (N) into x1 (S) is an isomorphism. Double S 
along N to obtain a closed hyperbolic manifold M. By Van Kampen’s theorem we have x1 (N) 
= x1 (M). This is impossible because H, (51, (N), Z/2) = 0 whereas H, (nl (M), Z/2) = Z/2. 
This proves that p (ni (S)) has no invariant line in V. 
Now let R be the Zariski closure of p(ni (S)) in O(n, 1). Then i is not discrete. Also R 
properly contains H; hence R leaves no totally geodesic subspace of H” invariant nor does 
it fix any point in the closed ball (H” u S”-I). Hence, by Theorem 4.4.2 of [2] we have 
R I> SO0 (n, 1). But R is a real algebraic group, hence, either R = SO(n, 1) or R = O(n, 1). 
COROLLARY. p(n, (S)) has no non-zero inuariant in &‘jVfor j 2 1. 
Proof. Any invariant of p(n, (S)) would be an invariant of R and hence of SO@, 1). But 
SO(n, 1) acts irreducibly on %” V. 
LEMMA 3. p(n, (N) ) has a non-zero invariant in &‘j V for j 2 0. 
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Proof: Since N is two sided, p (7~~ (N)) acts trivially on L. Choose x E L. Then the harmonic 
projection of the j-fold tensor power x @x . . . @x is an invariant. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
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